Intimate-partner violence (IPV) in adolescent and young-adult dating relationships is a prevalent and serious public health problem. The measurement of IPV across adolescence has most commonly relied on the Conflict in Adolescent Dating Relationship Inventory (CADRI; Wolfe et al., 2001) , which postulates 5 distinct yet related types of IPV (i.e., threatening, verbal/emotional, relational, physical, and sexual). However, the CADRI has received minimal examination to confirm its factor structure, in particular, whether the factor structure is invariant across sex, race/ethnicity, and time, despite the clinical use of this measure for screening and treatment purposes. In response, we conducted a confirmatory factor analysis of the CADRI and tested whether the factor structure was invariant across sex, race/ ethnicity, and time. Adolescents (N ϭ 1,042, 56% girls, mean age at baseline ϭ 15.09, SD ϭ 0.79) from high schools in the southwestern United States completed the CADRI annually for 6 consecutive years. Results confirmed the 5-factor structure of the CADRI and demonstrated measurement invariance across sex, race/ethnicity, and time. Our findings suggest that the CADRI captures 5 related but distinct types of IPV and that use of the CADRI is appropriate across sex, race/ethnicity, and time. Intimate-partner violence (IPV) among adolescents and young adults is a serious problem. In this study, IPV comprises five factors: Physical (e.g., pushing/kicking a partner), Sexual (e.g., coercing or forcing a partner to engage in intercourse), Threatening
(e.g., threatening harm to a partner), Verbal/Emotional (e.g., insulting or ridiculing a partner), and Relational (e.g., spreading rumors about a partner) aggression (Wolfe et al., 2001) . The annual prevalence of IPV perpetration in adolescent and youngadult dating relationships ranges from 10%-20% for Physical, Sexual, or Threatening to 50%-80% for Relational or Verbal/ Emotional (Ellis & Wolfe, 2015; Shorey, Cornelius, & Bell, 2008) . With the exception of Sexual IPV, which is more frequently perpetrated by men, the prevalence of IPV perpetration is similar across sex (Vagi et al., 2013) . The onset of IPV occurs in early adolescence (Shorey et al., 2017) , with rates peaking in young adulthood (O'Leary, 1999) .
One of the most widely used measures for assessing IPV perpetration in adolescent and young-adult dating relationships is the Conflict in Adolescent Dating Relationship Inventory (CADRI; Wolfe et al., 2001) . The CADRI purports to measure five related but distinct types of IPV: Physical, Sexual, Threatening, Verbal/ Emotional, and Relational. Many studies have used the CADRI to examine risk factors for IPV (e.g., Niolon et al., 2015; Temple, Shorey, Fite, Stuart, & Le, 2013) , as well as changes in IPV after the receipt of intervention programming (e.g., Wolfe et al., 2003 Wolfe et al., , 2009 and in predictive models to determine who is at greatest risk for perpetrating IPV over time (e.g., Cohen, Shorey, Menon, & Temple, 2018) . Thus, accurately capturing different types of IPV with the CADRI is crucial for research to determine risk for perpetrating different dimensions of IPV, as well as to determine the impact of intervention and prevention programs on different types of IPV.
Despite the translational implications of assessing five types of IPV, the factor structure of the CADRI has only been evaluated in two studies. Wolfe and colleagues (2001) cross-sectionally established that the five-factor structure of the CADRI was the best fitting model and that the factor structure was invariant across sex and grade among high-school students. Fernandez-Fuertes, Fuertes, and Pulido (2006) cross-sectionally replicated the fivefactor structure with a translated version of the CADRI among Spanish-speaking adolescents, ages 15-19. However, items for Threatening aggression loaded on Relational, Verbal/Emotional, or cross-loaded on Relational and Physical aggression, and the authors did not examine potential demographic differences (e.g., sex). Thus, there is a need for additional research to determine whether the factor structure of the CADRI indeed supports five distinct types of IPV.
Moreover, research is needed that examines whether the factor structure of the CADRI is invariant across time, sex, and race/ ethnicity. Measurement invariance, the degree to which questionnaire responses are similarly related to latent variables across different subpopulations (Rasmussen, Verkuilen, Ho, & Fan, 2015) , is crucial to establishing the psychometric properties of a measure. Measurement invariance provides information on whether inferences made based on an assessment are generalizable across groups (Millsap, 2011) . Stated differently, if invariance is not found across groups, comparisons made across groups (e.g., sex) should not be interpreted, as it would be likely that any observed differences would be a result of the measure performing differently across groups (Windle, Iwawaki, & Lerner, 1988) . Thus, measurement invariance is crucial when differences over time or across groups are being examined.
Although the CADRI has been used to examine IPV in both adolescents (e.g., Jouriles, McDonald, Garrido, Rosenfield, & Brown, 2005; Wolfe et al., 2001 ) and young adults (e.g., Cascardi & Muzyczyn, 2016) , as well as over time (e.g., Shorey et al., 2017) , no research has examined whether the factor structure is invariant over time. Interpreting changes in IPV perpetration over time, such as in response to prevention programs, is reliant on a consistent factor structure across the developmental life span. Similarly, a large body of research has included examinations of sex and racial/ethnic differences in rates of IPV perpetration (e.g., Antônio & Hokoda, 2009; Jouriles et al., 2005) . This research consistently shows equivalent rates of Physical, Verbal/Emotional, Threatening, and Relational IPV perpetration across males and females, with males having higher rates of Sexual IPV perpetration. In addition, literature has shown that Black and Hispanic adolescents often have higher rates of IPV than White adolescents (e.g., Foshee, McNaughton Reyes, & Ennett, 2010) . However, these studies were conducted without indepth research on whether the underlying factors of the CADRI are similar across sex or race/ethnicity.
When considering whether a measure performs similarly across groups or time, there are several different types of invariance to consider. Configural invariance requires that measured items demonstrate the same dimensional structure across groups/time (Rasmussen et al., 2015) . Configural invariance for the CADRI would confer that the items similarly relate to that form of IPV across covariates (e.g., sex). In contrast, scalar invariance requires that configural invariance is met, but also requires that metric invariance (item loadings on factors) and item thresholds are equal across groups (Bovaird & Koziol, 2012; Davidov, Meuleman, Cieciuch, Schmidt, & Billiet, 2014) . Scalar invariance can be used to examine if differential endorsement of items across sex, for example, lead to elevated scores on certain forms of IPV. Scalar invariance is necessary for the clinical and practical use of assessment tools (Rasmussen et al., 2015) .
In the present study, therefore, we examined the factor structure of the CADRI across time (6 years), sex, and race/ethnicity. Consistent with past research (Wolfe et al., 2001) , we predicted that the five-factor solution for the CADRI would be confirmed. We also hypothesized that the CADRI would be invariant across sex. However, no a priori hypotheses were made about how the CADRI may vary over time and race/ethnicity because of the lack of prior research in this area.
Method

Participants and Procedures
Participants were 1,042 adolescents from southeast Texas who had a mean age of 15.09 years (SD ϭ .79) and were in 9th (n ϭ 781), 10th (n ϭ 250), and 11th grades (n ϭ 11) at the first assessment. Most of the participants were girls (56%) and identified as Hispanic (31.4%), White (29.4%), African American/Black (27.9%), Asian/Pacific Islander (3.6%), and other (7.7%). The sample has been reported on elsewhere (Shorey et al., 2017; Temple et al., 2013) .
Participants were recruited from public high schools in courses with mandated attendance. All students in these courses were eligible. Study personnel visited each class prior to study enrollment to describe the purpose of the study and answer any questions. A parental permission form was sent home with students to give to their parent(s) to review and sign (response rate ϭ 62%). Assessments took place during school hours and were completed on paper-and-pencil surveys in a private classroom without teachers or school staff present. When adolescents were no longer enrolled in high school, survey administration moved to web-based surveys. Participants received gift cards at each assessment for their participation ($10 at Waves 1-3, $20 at Waves 4 -5, and $30 at Wave 6). Participants provided parental informed consent and student assent, and participants reconsented when they turned 18. All procedures received internal review board approval.
Measure
The CADRI (Wolfe et al., 2001 ) was used at all six waves. At the first assessment, participants reported on whether they had perpetrated any of the acts in their lifetime. At each subsequent assessment, they indicated whether they had perpetrated any item in the past year (since the last survey). The CADRI consists of 25 items and has five subscales: Threatening (four items; e.g., "I threatened to hurt my partner"), Relational (three items; e.g., "I spread rumors about my partner"), Physical (four items; e.g., "I pushed, shoved, or shook my partner"), Sexual (four items; e.g., "I touched my partner sexually when he/she didn't want me to"), and Verbal/Emotional (10 items; e.g., "I insulted my partner with a put down"). All items were rated as yes/no at each assessment. Internal consistencies across waves were as follows: Physical (␣ range ϭ .76 to .86), Threatening (␣ range ϭ .61 to .76), Sexual (␣ range ϭ .15 to .56), Relational (␣ range ϭ .54 to .65), and Psychological (␣ range ϭ .78 to .85). Ryan (2013) described how establishing internal consistency with dating-violence measures is problematic because of the highly skewed data and low endorsement of relatively infrequent forms of violence. This fits with the low internal consistency for Sexual aggression in the current sample.
Data-Analytic Plan
Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was used to determine the best fitting model within each wave. These and all subsequent models were conducted in Mplus Version 8 (L. K. Muthén & Muthén, 1998 . Given that items required yes/no responses, the means and variance-adjusted weighted least-squares estimator (WLSMV) was used. Three models were compared at each of the six waves of the data collection: the independent, correlatedfactors solution; the higher order factor solution (all lower order factors loading on a common factor); and a two-factor solution (Other Abuse and Verbal/Emotional Abuse). The correlatedfactors solution was nested in the higher order and two-factor solutions. Therefore, 2 difference tests were conducted using the DIFFTEST command in Mplus to compare the correlated-factors solution with these models. A significant 2 value favors the correlated-factors model.
Overall model fit was assessed. A nonsignificant 2 value supports excellent fit. Additional model-fit information was provided through several fit indices, as agreement across fit indices is considered the optimal approach (Chen, Curran, Bollen, Kirby, & Paxton, 2008) . Additional fit indices included the comparative fit index (CFI) and root-mean-square error of approximation (RMSEA) with accompanying 90% confidence intervals (CIs). CFI values greater than .95 and RMSEA values below .05 indicate good model fit. A 90% CI lower-bound RMSEA below .05 suggests that good fit cannot be ruled out and an upper-bound RMSEA above .10 suggests that poor fit cannot be ruled out (e.g., Brown, 2006; Hu & Bentler, 1999) .
Once the best fitting model was established at each wave, longitudinal measurement invariance was examined across all waves. Measurement invariance was also examined at each wave by sex and race/ethnicity (White vs. non-White). Because the data were categorical, it was recommended that metric and scalar invariance be tested in a single step, as both of these parameters influence the item-probability function and therefore must be invariant to make structural-level comparisons (such as factormean comparisons; Bovaird & Koziol, 2012) . In these models, the test of scalar invariance simultaneously tested metric invariance, using the DIFFTEST command, with a nonsignificant 2 supporting invariance.
Results
Descriptive Statistics
There were 124 participants who reported not dating at Wave 1. Thus, only participants who endorsed dating at Wave 1 were included in analyses (n ϭ 918). Examination of missing data revealed 117 were missing data at Wave 2, 188 at Wave 3, 273 at Wave 4, 334 at Wave 5, and 286 at Wave 6. Sensitivity analysis was conducted to examine mean differences in scale scores by missing data at each wave. Analyses revealed significant differences for the Wave-1 Physical IPV subscale, the Wave-2 Threatening IPV subscale, and the Wave-5 Threatening IPV subscale (ps Ͻ .05), such that those missing data had higher mean scores. However, Little's missing completely at random (MCAR) test suggested that the overall pattern of missingness was not significant, 2 (10,189) ϭ 4,139.08, p Ͼ .99. Endorsement Rates ϫ Item ϫ Wave within the five possible factors are provided in Supplemental Table 1 .
Confirmatory Factor-Analysis Models Across Wave 1 Through 6
CFA models of the CADRI (Wolfe et al., 2001) were fit, separately, by wave (see Table 1 ). Items 9 ("Forced partner to have sex") and 10 ("Threated partner in an attempt to have sex") were rarely endorsed across waves. Response to these items were merged such that reporting the behavior on either item led to positive endorsement on a composite of these items. The correlated-factors solution fit the data best at Waves 1 through 4. Based on the 2 test, the correlated-factors solution did not improve model fit when compared with the higher order solution at Waves 5 and 6. However, CFI and RMSEA values were identical between models. Therefore, the correlatedfactors solution was considered the most appropriate solution for examining invariance across waves.
Longitudinal Measurement Invariance Across Waves 1 Through 6
The configural model, allowing for the same factor structure but with unconstrained factor loadings and intercepts, provided adequate fit to the data. The scalar invariant model (loadings This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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and thresholds held to equality) did not significantly degrade model fit (⌬ 2 ϭ 211.96, df ϭ 181, p ϭ .06). Further, this model provided adequate fit to the data as well. Therefore, the correlated-factors solution appeared to be invariant across time.
Measurement Invariance by Sex
Configural and scalar models were compared at each Wave (see Table 2 ). Scalar invariance was found at Waves 1, 4, 5, and 6. After freeing the factor loading and threshold of the Item-9 ("forced him/her to have sex") and Item-10 ("threatened him/her in an attempt to have sex") aggregation, scalar invariance was achieved at Wave 2. At Wave 3, even after making several changes on the basis of modification indices, including freeing the threshold for Item 25 ("spread rumors about him/her") and freeing the threshold and factor loading for Item 12 ("kissed him/her when they didn't want me to"), measurement invariance was not achieved. Despite this, the scalar model still provided adequate fit to the data, indicating that the CADRI (Wolfe et al., 2001 ) appeared to be invariant across sex as well. Factor correlations by sex are viewable in Supplemental Table 2 .
Measurement Invariance by Race/Ethnicity
Configural and scalar invariance models were compared at each Wave (see Table 3 ). Scalar invariance was found at Waves 5 and 6. After freeing the factor loading and threshold of the aggregation of Items 9 and 10, scalar invariance was achieved at Wave 1. After freeing the factor loading of Item 25, scalar invariance was achieved at Wave 2. After freeing the factor loadings of Item 19 and the aggregation of Items 9 and 10, scalar invariance was achieved at Wave 3. After freeing the factor loadings of Items 13 ("said things to his/her friends about him/her"), 14 ("ridiculed him/her in front of others"), and 25, scalar invariance was achieved at Wave 4. Factor correlations by race are provided in Supplemental Table 3 .
Discussion
Findings demonstrated that the five-factor solution for the CADRI (i.e., Verbal/Emotional, Threatening, Relational, Physical, and Sexual IPV) was the best fitting model, thereby supporting results of prior research on the factor structure of the CADRI among adolescents (e.g., Fernández-Fuertes et al., 2006; Wolfe et al., 2001) . Moreover, our findings contrasted with Fernández-Fuertes and colleagues (2006) , in that all items loaded onto the original five factors. Because our study examined a sample of North American adolescents, and Fernández-Fuertes and colleagues (2006) examined a Spanish sample of adolescents, it is possible that there may be cross-cultural differences on the CADRI. However, future research is needed to determine whether the factor structure of the CADRI is invariant across different populations.
We found that the factor structure of the CADRI (Wolfe et al., 2001 ) was invariant over 6 years between adolescence and young Note. CADRI ϭ Conflict in Adolescent Dating Relationships Inventory; CFI ϭ comparative fit index; RMSEA ϭ root mean square error of approximation; CI ϭ confidence interval; LL ϭ lower limit; UL ϭ upper limit. Correlated ϭ correlated factors model; Higher order ϭ Higher order factors model; two factor ϭ two-factor model. Tests of invariance were conducted within each wave separately.
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adulthood, which is notable because this time period is particularly risky for the occurrence of IPV perpetration (O'Leary, 1999; Shorey et al., 2017) , and these findings provide preliminary support for the validity of the CADRI as a measure for assessing IPV during this developmental transition. In psychological research in general, measurement invariance is rarely tested (Vandenberg & Lance, 2000) , and this is especially true in the IPV field, despite self-report measures of IPV being the primary means of capturing these destructive behaviors. Because researchers have focused on assessing risk and protective factors for IPV over time to inform IPV-prevention programs (e.g., Cohen et al., 2018) , and IPVintervention programs rely on self-report measures to assess for reductions in IPV over time (e.g., Wolfe et al., 2003 Wolfe et al., , 2009 , it is critical to verify that self-report measures of IPV are invariant across time to make firm conclusions regarding stability or change in IPV. To our knowledge, this is the first study to ever assess measurement invariance across time for a measure of IPV, and thus warrants replication. Our results also supported that the CADRI (Wolfe et al., 2001 ) was partially to fully invariant across sex and race/ethnicity, which suggests that, in general, the underlying latent-factor structure of the CADRI can be interpreted similarly across sex and race/ ethnicity, and that scores on the CADRI subscales can be meaningfully compared across these groups and considered valid. At several waves, measurement invariance was only achieved across sex and race after relaxing the factor loadings and/or item thresholds for one to several items. Across models in which partial invariance was found, between 4% and 12% of model parameters varied across groups. It has been suggested that a low percentage (20% or below) of items remaining variant across groups should minimally impact use of the scale (Dimitrov, 2010; Sass, 2011) , but these findings, if replicated, may suggest several areas of investigation for revision of the CADRI. Notably, Item 25 and the composite of Items 9 and 10 were relaxed in several Waves across sex and race, suggesting that additional work is needed to verify that these items should be included as part of CADRI-subscale scores. Moreover, at Wave 3, measurement invariance could not be achieved across sex. As most participants were entering young adulthood at Wave 3 (i.e., age 18), it is possible that there are important developmental milestones (e.g., transition out of high school; starting college) that may impact the factor structure of the CADRI across sex. Future research is needed to explore this possibility. In spite of these instances of partial measurement invariance, these findings lend support to the appropriateness of prior research comparing the prevalence and frequency of IPV across sex and race/ethnicity on the CADRI. Still, replication and extension of our findings are warranted, such as the examination of measurement invariance in at-risk samples of adolescents who have elevated rates of IPV (e.g., adolescents in the juvenile justice system).
The current study had several limitations that should be considered. Our sample of adolescents was drawn from one specific geographic region of the United States, which may limit the generalizability of findings. We examined one of the most commonly used measures for assessing IPV in adolescence and young adulthood, although there are additional measures of IPV that warrant investigation of measurement invariance in future research (e.g., the revised Conflict Tactics Scales; Straus, Hamby, Boney- Note. CADRI ϭ Conflict in Adolescent Dating Relationships Inventory; CFI ϭ comparative fit index; RMSEA ϭ root mean square error of approximation; CI ϭ confidence interval; LL ϭ lower limit; UL ϭ upper limit; tests of invariance were conducted within each wave separately. a Measurement invariance was achieved after allowing factor loading and threshold of the composite of Items 9 and 10 to be free. b Measurement invariance was achieved after allowing the thresholds of Items 12 and 25 to be free.
This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly. McCoy, & Sugarman, 1996) . With the rapid increase in technology, IPV is increasingly being perpetrated in the cyber context (i.e., cyber abuse) and the CADRI does not capture this important type of IPV. Future researchers should modify the CADRI to stay current and incorporate changes in how IPV is being perpetrated. Note. CADRI ϭ Conflict in Adolescent Dating Relationships Inventory; CFI ϭ comparative fit index; RMSEA ϭ root mean square error of approximation; CI ϭ confidence interval; LL ϭ lower limit; UL ϭ upper limit. Tests of invariance were conducted within each wave separately. a Measurement invariance was achieved after allowing the threshold and factor loading of the composite of Items 9 and 10 to be free. b The composite of Items 9 and 10 had no variance in the other race group and was removed from these models.
c Measurement invariance was achieved after allowing the factor loading of Item 23 to be free.
d Measurement invariance was achieved after allowing the factor loading of Item 19 and the composite of Items 9 and 10 to be free.
e Item 2 had no variance in the other race group and was dropped from the models.
f Measurement invariance was achieved after allowing the factor loadings of Items 13, 14, and 25 to be free.
g The composite of Items 9 and 10 and Item 25 had no variance in the other race group and was removed from these models. ‫ء‬ p Ͻ .05.
‫ءءء‬ p Ͻ .001.
